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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
CLUB MEEI'ING
NOVEMBER 7, 1992
The meeting was called to order at 5:35 P.M. by Vice-President Janet Souza at the home of Ken & Carol Gabriel in
Novato, CA. Present were: Ken/Karen Corriea, Jenny Clark,
Linda Shaw-Fairbanks, John/Belle Hays, Robin/Terry Burchett,
Janet/Linda Souza, SUzanne Mccombs, Ron/Joan Trifeletti,
Ken/carol Gabriel, Marilyn Shaw, Maria Grotano, Lynne
Stuart,Richard/Yvonne Heskett,Genevieve Fink, Mike/Agnes
Curtis. It was MSP to accept the minutes of the last
meeting as printed in the Bugle.
Secretary's Report - It was MSP to accept the following
new applicants into the Club: John & Marcia Lewis, Nanci
Manceau, Henry & Linda Randall. Suzanne Mccombs will be
the Club contact for the AKC's breeder referral service.
Treasurer's Report - John Hays changed banks and now has
lower service charges. Bank balance is $2,300.00 . The
account gets 4% interest.
1992 Specialty - The final profit was about $600.00.
)993 Specialty - Robin Burchett, Show Chainnan, will hold
the Specialty at the Sonoma/Marin Fairgrounds in Petaluma.
Dinner chainnan will be Suzanri~ Mccombs and Ron & Joan
Trifeletti will do the BBQ lunch. $75.00 ImlSt be sent to
reserve grounds. sweepstakes judges for the '93 Specialty
will be asked in the following order: 1. Sam Ewing
2. Lloyd S.irrmons 3. Ronni Kaluza 4.Shirley Pfarrer. It
was MSP to ask Kathy Smith to ask for trophy donations
early so we can purchase the bulk tropies we need at better
pricing. It was MSP to go ahead and purchase the trophies.
Naninating Conmittee - A nominating cormnittee was ap:i;x>inted
consisting of carol Gabriel, 1\1'.arilyn Shaw and SUzanne
Mccombs with Terry Burchett as alternate.
Adjournment - The meeting was adjourned at 6:30 P.M.
Respectfully suhnitted,
Linda Souza - Secretary
***********************************************************
PLEASE NOTE:

THE NEXT MEEI'ING OF THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB WILL BE ON SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY 14, 1993 IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE
I.W. JUDGING AT THE SANTA CLARA VALLEY KENNEL
CLUB SHOW AT THE SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS IN SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.
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Here it is near the end of
year with 1993 just around the
corner. I would like to thank all who participated in or came to this
past year's events such as the St . Patrick's Day Parade, the Specialty
"B" match at the Souza' s home and, of course, the Specialty held this
past September.
Our last meeting was held at the Gabriel 1 s home after judging was
completed on November 7th followed by a birthday party for John Hays. A
good time was had by all. Thank you, Ken and Carol, for opening your
home to the membership and , of course, Happy 80th , John!
In traveling around I have met many people who are fairly new to
the breed and have expressed an interest in showing their wolfies or in
coursing , but do not·know how to get started. I've found most of these
people bought their IWs from a diff erent part of the country and/or
have lost contact with their breeder .
First , let ' s talk about showing your IW in conformation . There is a
pocket book dog show calendar put out by Science Diet. It lists all
shows held in the U. S. and Canada . It also tells which superintendent
is handling the show. The book is free and can be obtained by calling
1-800-255-0449 and asking for Rosalie West . A more accurate way is to
subscribe to the AKC Gazette. When you decide on the show you want to
enter, write to the superintendent handling the show and ask for a
Premium List. This should be done about two months before the show as
the entries usually close three weeks before the show . The Premium List
also shows classes offered and eligibility requirements. You can write
the superintendents and request being placed on their mailing list.
Three superintendents handle most of the shows held on the west coast.
They are: Jack Bradshaw, P.O. Box 7303, Los Angeles, CA 90022; Thomas
Crowe, P.O. Box 22107, Greensboro, NC 27420; Ace Mathews, P. O. Box
86130, Portland , DR 97286 . I strongly recommend attending a show before
trying to show your dog yourself. When at the show, talk to the IW exhibitors. Most exhibitors are more than willing to talk about their
IWs, give tips on grooming and ring procedure. You may find some exhibitors are more at ease after judging has been completed. You also
might want to see if conformation classes are offered in your area.
They will help you and your hound.
Lure Coursing is the sport of racing your IW. A continuous loop line
of 600 yards or more is strung out on a field using pulleys as guides.
A plastic bag (the lure) is tied to the line and is driven by a motor.
The motor-driven line sends the bag over a series of left and right
turns around the field. Three dogs are run at a time and are judged on
several things such as speed, follow, etc. If your wolfie will run the
lure, it 1 s a special treat. If he won ' t, it 1 s still fun to watch the
other big hounds run . Points are accumulated and a Field Championship

The President's Message cont'd-
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is the ultimate goal. If you are interested in Lure Coursing, call
'Terry or Robin Burchett at (510) 689-9765.
AKC is now offering Canine Good Citizen certificates for dogs that
qualify. This is fairly new and is being offered at a few dog shows.
The dog must be able to sit and down on command, get along with
strangers and strange dogs, and several other tests to determine he is
a good citizen. There is more to it and I will talk more about it in
the next issue. Anyone completing the Good Citizen test please let
Belle Hays know and we will publish it in the Bugle.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS,
Chuck

~~·~··~~~~~~'11%'~-'t:l-'t:I~

From The Treasurer
Profound thanks to all of you good people for the great
birthday remembrances - both the party at the Gabriel's and
the many cards arriving at Comptche. Especially useful is the
button Carol made for me to wear at dog shows with instructions
to return me to the I.W. ring in case I get lost! It's great
to know I'm being looked after!
Again, many, many thanks,
John
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SIR FRANCIS DRAKE KC
Judge: Mrs. Ingebor g E.M. James

September 13, 1992

8/9/3-4
BOB: CH. DESTINY LUV O'LADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH. FLEETWIND CARROY B. CASSIDY - Rosebrock/Fleetwind Knls
BOW , WD : MAC DA CUPLA - Barnett
WB : KNIGHTWIND ' S AUTUMN MAGIC - Stockham
RWO : KAELYN BEAU SHAWOF LIMERICK - Shaw- Fairbanks
RWB : SI DHE ' S THE HUNTRESS - Kal uza
BONANZA KC
JUDGE : Clayton Webb

September 26 , 1992
5/5/ 1-0

BOB: CH . KNIGHTWIND ' S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS,BOW , WB : BAILEBRAE OONNIELLA - Grotano
WO : RUAIRC GADHAR A KEALKI L - Barnett
RWO : KELLCASTLE PUCA DUBH OF TORY - Lindseth/McKernan
RWB : KNIGHTWINO'S AUTUMN MAGIC - St ockham
RENO KC
Judge: Emil Klinckhardt

September 27, 1992
5/5/1-1

BOB : CH . KNIGHTWIND 1 S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS,BOW,WB: KNIGHTWIND 1 S AUTUMN MAGIC - Stockham
* * * FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP * * *
WO: KELLCASTLE PUCA DUBH OF TORY - Lindseth/McKernan
RWD: KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
RWB: TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC' L - Burchett
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY KC
Judge: Mrs. Jeraldeen Crandall

October 3, 1992
3/3/1-0

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS,BOW,WB: GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
WO: CONNEMARA'S DOZER - Powell
RWD: KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
RWB: APPLEARBOR KINDRA - Luba
DONNER TRAIL KC
Judge: Mrs. Cynthia Sommers

October 4, 1992
1/2/1-0

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIN0 1 S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS,WB: TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC ' L - Burchett
* * * FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP * * *
BOW,WD : KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
RWB: KAELYN'S IRISH BAILEE - Clark/Smith
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CHICO DOG FANCIERS ASSOCIATION
Judge: Thomas C. Conway

October 9, 1992
3/3/2

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS,BOW,WB: DESTINY LARGO OF LADD - Demars/McCombs
WO: KELLCASTLE PUCA DUBH OF TORY - Lindseth/McKernan
RWD: PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
RWB: KAELYN'S IRISH BAILEE - Clark/Smith
TWO CITIES KC
Judge: Michael J. Dougherty

October 10, 1992
3/3/2

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS,WB: KNIGHTWIND'S AUTUMN MAGIC - Stockham
BOW,WD: KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
RWD: KELLCASTLE PUCA DUBH OF TORY - Lindseth/McKernan
RWB: DESTINY LARGO OF LADD - Demars/McCombs
SACRAMENTO KC
Judge: Mrs. Loraine Boutwell

October 11, 1992
4/3/3

BOB,BOW,WD: PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
BOS,WB: DESTINY LARGO O'LADD - Demars/McCombs
RWD : KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
RWB: ELDON KELLI O'POOL - Fricasno/Carlsen
WINE COUNTRY KC
Judge: Mrs. Polly D. Smith

November 7, 1992
6/10/6

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOW,WD: FLEETWIND SUNDANCE - Fleetwind Knls
WB : DESTINY REGINA O'RYAN - McCombs
RWD: KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
RWB: APPLEARBOR KINDRA - Luba
MENSONA KC
Judge: Mrs. Judy Webb

November 8, 1992
6/10/7

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOW,WD: KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
WB: GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
RWD: FLEETWIND SUNDANCE - Fleetwind Knls
RWB: DESTINY LARGO 0 1 LADD - Demars/McCombs
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REDWOOD EMPIRE KC
Judge: Mrs. Judy Doniere

November 9, 1992
5/6/2-2

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS,BOW,WB: BAILEBRAE ICE PRINCESS - Grotano
WD: PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
RWD: APPLEARBOR RYAN - Luba/Pierce
RWB: GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
YOSEMITE KC
Judge: Mrs. Lesley (Funnel) Hiltz

November 20, 1992
3/6/1-1

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN 1 SPEC 1 L - Burchett
BOW,WB: GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
WD: KELLCASTLE PUCA DUBH OF TORY - Lindseth/McKernan
RWD: SINGING SWORDS KELLY II - Messinger/Stephenson
RWB: BAILEBRAE DONNIELLA - Grotano
GOLDEN VALLEY KC
Judge: Mrs. Jean P. Dills

November 21, 1992
3/8/2-1

BOB: CH. PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer - GROUP II
BOS: CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC 1 L - Burchett
BOW,WB: DESTINY LARGO 0 1 LADD - Demars/McCombs
WO: SINGING SWORDS KELLY II - Messinger/Stephenson
RWD: KELLCASTLE PUCA DUSH OF TORY - Lindseth/McKernan
RWB: GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
SAN JOAQUIN KC
Judge: William Russell, Jr.

November 22, 1992
3/7/2-1

BOB: CH. PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS: CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC 1 L - Burchett
BDW,WB: BAILEBRAE DDNNIELLA - Grotano
WO: CONNEMARA'S DOZER - Powell
RWD: SINGING SWORDS KELLY II - Messinger/Stephenson
RWB: CASTLEMAINE'S ENA - Shaw
SAN MATED KC
Judge: Raymond McGinnis, Jr.

November 29, 1992
2/1/0-3

BOB: CH. SIDHE CLDOTY OF GILLA MACHREE - Heskett
BDS,WD: PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
BOW,WB: APPLEARBOR KINDRA - Luba
RWD: APPLEARBOR RYAN - Luba/Pierce
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BE INFORMED

"The American Kennel Club wants to make you aware that there are people
in this country who have launched a well-organized campaign to take way
your rights to breed and own pure-bred dogs. These people are members
of those extreme animal rights groups that think no one should 'own' a
companion animal.
"There is a substantial difference between animal rights and animal
welfare. Animal ri!Jlts extremists are advocating the end of pure-bred
dogs. Animal 111elfare asks that we provide proper care and love for the
entire life of our dogs. Remember that not all animal rights people are
extremists. The common ground is that no one wants to see dogs suffer.
The American Kennel Club supports the best premises of animal welfare
and is opposed to any group trying to take away your right to be
responsible breeders and owners.
"Please take the time to learn the hidden agendas of any organization
to which you donate time or money. Some of the very organizations that
are opposed to companion animal ownership receive daily donations from
dog fanciers. Also, learn about the laws that affect dog ownership
where you live. Make certain your dogs are secure at all times,
especially during dog shows."
The foregoing is from an information bulletin printed in recent dog
show catalogues, indicating real concern about the antics of some
current animal rights groups. The dog fancy is not alone in its concern
nor in its being the target of animal rights fanatics. These groups
have been known to conduct demonstrations and disruptions at: equestrian events, rodeos, horse races, youth livestock sales, circuses,
zoos, fairs, petting zoos and livestock expositions. The American
Miniature Horse Association has recently found it necessary to issue
warnings to those giving or attending horse shows and what actions to
take when confronted with activists.
The best known and most insidious of the rights groups is PETA
(People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals). A recent report reveals
that it has an annual budget of over $9 million, a staff of 108 and an
annual membership of over 300,000. To quote from a PETA letter recently
circulated by the American Dog Owners Assoc.,"We [PETA] support
legislation to outlaw pit bulls and other breeds of dogs to prevent
their further abuse." and "Driving through the alleys of this city
makes one wonder whether it should be legal to have any dog, regardless
of breed." Incredibly the PETA philosophy seems to be zero population
for all animals, period! The animal welfare groups are less
confrontational and more rational in their aims, believing in the
proper care of animals rather than the elimination of them.
A law recently enacted will be of great help in dealing with anyone
taking unauthorized action at dog shows, research facilities, kennels,
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farms or any place animals are housed. It is known as The Animal
Enterprise Protection Act of 1992. It makes it a Federal crime to steal
or intentionally cause the release of animals from a protected
facility, or to have the intent to do so, and specified among the
protected facilities are purebred-dog shows and breeding kennels.
Vigilance, however, is the best defense.

FIVE BAD DOGS
A brief story about a trip to my mother and father's house:
1) No one is home.
2) Decide to be a good daughter and take out dogs.
a) Maddy runs over and lies down by sofa - - Good Dog.
b) Murphy goes out and goes potty - - Good Dog.
c) Let three Labs out - 30 seconds later three yellow Labs in pool - BAD DOGS.
d) Yell at three yellow Labs to "come" - brain damage - does not
compute.
e) Meanwhile two good dogs have torn apart family room.
f) Wipe down three yellow Labs.
g) Tear apart one black Lab and one Irish Wolfhound.
h) Let one black Lab and one male yellow play around tree.
i) Come in house to call Leslie.
j) Hear strange H2D noise.
k) Find one black Lab in green water bowl .
1) One male Lab with muddy feet.
m) Wipe down one black Lab .
n) Hose and wipe down one male Lab.
o) Come in house to write a note .
p) Put all dogs back in crates.
q) Quickly say my good byes.
r) Reset alarm.
s) Return home and remembered why I love to live alone .
I love you - and your five bad dogs,
Steph
Submitted by Linda Shaw-Fairbanks - - mother of Stephanie and owner and
trainer of Five Bad Dogs.
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False Pregnancy in the Canine
The term "False Pregnancy" is used to describe a bitch that in a all
practical sense appears to be pregnant, both physically and mentally.
Psychologically, her body, under the influence of hormones, believes
that a pregnancy has occurred when in reality the bitch is not pregnant
and, in fact, may riot have even been bred by a male dog during her last
heat cycle,
Effects or signs of a false pregnancy generally appear about 6 to B
weeks after the bitch was in standing heat. At this point the mammary
glands will develop and usually fill with milk, The uterus will thicken
and the abdomen will become distended as if puppies are present. A
mucus-like discharge may appear at the vagina. Abdominal contractions
may occur as if mild labor is commencing. Probably the most notable
change occurs in the bitch's personality. Frequently she will build a
nest and lay in it. She may carry toys and other objects around as i f
they were puppies. She may be restless and at times irritable or
aggressive. Basically she appears pregnant and ready to whelp.
Outwardly there is no sure way to differentiate a real from a false
pregnancy, unless you are sure that the bitch was not bred. An accurate
diagnosis can be achieved by a veterinarian with the aid of x- rays or
with ultra sound procedures. Contrary to popular belief, x-rays to
confirm pregnancy will not harm the puppies if present or the mother.
As mentioned, the cause of false pregnancy is hormonal. It is not
currently known exactly which hormones are involved, but prolactin
seems to play a major role. Prolactin i s a hormone produced by the
pituitary gland that is important in mammary gland development and milk
production. Its role in a normal pregnancy is therefore very important.
Prolactin seems to be consistently elevated to high levels in patients
suffering from a false pregnancy. These same animals will show a
simultaneous depressed level of the female hormone progesterone which
is produced by the ovaries.
Ninety percent of the bitches experiencing a false pregnancy require
no treatment at all. Usually within 2 to 4 weeks the hormones will
readjust and the bitch will return to her normal state and behavior.
There are a few justified instances where medical intervention is
required - a prolonged false pregnancy, extreme aggressive or dangerous
behavior or the need to have the bitch ready for a show or some event.
The treatment is done by a veterinarian with drugs that control,
eliminate or suppress normal heat cycles. Dogs that repeatedly show
false pregnancies should be spayed unless they ar e valuable breeding
bitches because it's usually a sign of other reproductive abnormalities
and they are much more difficult to get pregnant with normal breeding
methods , They also have a higher incidence of pyometra,
- Canine News - Dct. 1 92
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AT THE RACES
American Sighthound Field Association (ASFA) lure field trial results:
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA LURE COURSING ASSOC.
Judges: Phillip Qualls & Ann Billups

October 24, 1992

4 Open/4 Field Champions
Open Stake:
(1)CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
(2)CH. BAILEBRAE THE MASTER MOROUGH - Stuart
(3)BAILEBRAE DARRAGH 0 1 CURRAGH - Stuart
(4)CH. KNIGHTWIND'S AUTUMN MAGIC - Stockham
Field Champion Stake: *
(1)CH. KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET - Burchett
* (2)CH. KNIGHTWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett
Ch. Fleetwind Carroy B Cassidy and kennelmate Ch. Fleetwind Carroy
Vanessa,CD did not qualify (Vanessa injured her pad and Cassidy did
not wish to run without her).
BOB: CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC ' L
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA LURE COURSING ASSOC .
Judges : Anne Billups & Sue Smith

October 25, 1992

3 Open/4 Field Champions
Open Stake:
(1)BAILEBRAE DARRAGH 0 1 CURRAGH - Stuart
(2)CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN 1 SPEC'L - Burchett
* * * Finished ASFA Field Championship * * *
(3) BAILEBRAE THE MASTER MOROUGH - Stuart
Field Champion Stake:
(1)CH . FLEETWIND CARROY B CASSIDY - Rosebrock
(2)CH. KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN 1 SWEET - Burchett
(3) CH. KNIGHTWIND 'S IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett
BOB: BAILEBRAE DARRAGH O'CURRAGH
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA WHIPPET FANCIERS ASSOC.
Judges: Libby Leone &Mary Crume

November 1, 1992

5 Field Champions
(1 & BOB)CH. FLEETWIND CARROY B CASSIDY - Rosebrock
(2)CH. FLEETWIND CARROY VANESSA, CD - Rosebrock
(3)CH. TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
(4)CH. KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SWEET - Burchett
NBQ CH. KNIGHTWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE - Burchett
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JUDGE'S CRITIQLE FROl'I NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND SPECIALTY
SEPTEMBER 12, 1992

Judge Betty-Anne Stenmark

The quality of the Wolfhounds entered this day, in my opinion, ranks
right up with the best dogs of any breed I've ever had the pleasure to
spend a day judging. Class after class of honest show dogs, with many
fine Hounds unfortunately leaving the ring without a ribbon, there
weren't enough to go around. After most judging assignments I feel I've
processed about 75% pets and judged only 25% real show dogs. Not so
this day! It is a day like this that .reminds me of why I became a
judge. The 9-12 Puppy Bitch and Bred-By Bitch classes, along with Stud
Dog and Brood Bitch classes, were absolutely super.
My sincere thanks to the Club for inviting me to judge this
Specialty, and many thanks to the exhibitors for bringing their dogs.
The huge ring was perfect for the entry and my two very capable
Stewards kept the day moving along briskly. The one element over which
no one has control, the weather, did make an impact on the judging, a
very hot day. I did not move the dogs as much as I usually do because I
feared for man and beast. No dog show win is worth risking serious
illness from heat exhaustion. There were many good dogs who couldn 1 t
handle the heat and on a cool day some of the placements would
possibly change.
First, an overview. Each class was filled with true rtlltj1 coated
greyhot.n:ilike dogs, not rough coated Mastiffs or Great Danes. This
alone was a thrill to see. Heads were long and houndy, not short
muzzled nor blocky in skull. Dog after dog had well angled shoulders
and upper arms, smoothly muscled withers giving a continuous flow from
the crest of the neck to the set of the tail. The dogs who won were the
ones with well muscled loins who held their toplines on the go. Almost
every dog wore a correctly textured jacket.
If I had a negative to offer it would be rear-quarters going away
need some work, weak second thighs and long hocks ••• and yes some of
those also won because their side-gaits were efficient with good drive.
I firmly believe there is little reason to value flawless coming and
going unless the dog can put it altogether and move freely, efficiently
and effortlessly when viewed from the side.
My husband, Roy, makes an excellent comment about judging dogs. One
must look for the reasons to put a dog up ••• not the negatives which
every dog has, even the great ones. Fault judging is easy and if you
evaluate dogs in that way, you'll end up with a winners class of
mediocrity, or less.
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Judge's Critique:
Puppy Dogs 6-9 months (4 entered, 1 absent)
1st-GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN - long head, good front assembly, nice outline,
strong rear, good tailset, overall a lovely pup very together for
his age
2nd-AUGUST SUNBURST OF WHITEHALL- good head, nice houndy shape, strong
rear but forelegs not as straight as they should be
3rd-FLEETWIND SEAN OF WHITEHALL - nice make and shape but stands
east-west in front and movement rather shakey[sic] behind. Hopefully
regular exercise will improve this
Puppy Dogs 9-12 months (7 entered, 1 absent)
1st-KAEL YN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - wonderful outline, long head, very
nice front, deep chest, would like him stronger going away
2nd-CARROY DEVLIN OF CASTLEMAINE - nice head, overall a sound dog with a
nice shape but did not move as well as 1st place
3rd-ERINWOOD'S CORPORATE RAIDER - lovely make and shape but coming and
going needs improvement
4th-KEVIN OF CASTLEMAINE - nice but immature young dog with a free
moving sidegait, chest very shallow yet. On maturity should do well
Dogs 12 to 18 months (2 entered)
1st-AUGUST BEOWULF - good size, lots of bone, lovely shaped teenager,
good front assembly, could be better going away but a lovely
sidegait, very light on his feet for a dog of such size. The heat
had started to get to him by the Winners Class but I felt he
couldn't be denied.
2nd-KELLCASTLE PUCA DUSH OF TORY - overall a very nice dog with good
shape, not as heavily boned as 1st place, forelegs could be
straighter
Novice Dog (2 entered, 1 absent)
1st-LUAGH LAIDIR 0 1 CATHAIN 0 1 TARA - a sweet. dog of good size and
proportions but a handful for his handler, apparently more
interested in leaving the ring than being shown!
Bred by Exhibitor Dog (2 entered)
1st-SEACHTAIN'S CHAUNCEY OF K - good head, nice outline and while not of
the size of the 2nd place dog he has a very nice easy free flowing
gait and comes and goes reasonably well
2nd-MAC DA CUPLA - nice shape and typical appearance, works a little
hard coming and going with too steep a croup
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American Bred Dog (3 entered)
1st-RUAIRC GADHAR A KEALKIL - nice make and shape, good length of head,
overall a sound dog, could be a little better going away
2nd-STDNEYBROOK l"ERCATO O'HARMONY - good head, houndy outline but a dog
whose appetite is interfering with his show career. After a diet he
should do better
3rd-SINGING SWORDS SIR CHEWBACCA - a very typical dog, large size but
unsound behind
Open DOG (4 entered, 1 absent)
1st-NELLWYN 1 5 BARNABUS - won the class on his better shape, comes and
goes well and covers the ground nicely, croup a little too steep
2nd-DIETER VON DER DELMUHLE - nice sound dog, would like to see a more
greyhound- like shape
3rd-ZENO VON DER DELMUHLE - great big dog who definitely needs to diet!

W!Nt.ERS DOG - AUGUST BEOWULF

RESERVE WINl\£RS DOG - GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN

WINNERS DOG - Dave & Pat Senner
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Puppy Bitches 6-9 months (12 entered, 4 absent)
1st-BAILEBRAE CONTESSA 0 GABRIEL - strong head, lovely shape and outline
good coming and going and sidegait, overall a very nice pup
2nd-HEARTSONG MONARCH BUTTERFLY - much less mature than 1st place,
lovely outline, very pretty sidegait
3rd-FLEETWIND WHITEHALL CRYSTAL - very sound pretty puppy, would like to
see a more muscled loin
4th-HEARTSONG REBEL'S JUBILEE - nice houndy outline, good sidegait, did
not come and go as well as others
Puppy Bitches 9-12 months (10 entered, 1 absent)
1st-ERINWOOD RENATA - wonderful pup overall, strong but feminine head,
lovely outline, excellent front, best rearquarters on the day with
good development of 2nd thigh and good hocks, a little sloppy coming
back but acceptable for this age, very good sidegait
2nd-KAELYN 1 S JAMBOREE OF LIMERICK - another lovely puppy with good head,
houndy outline, good front assembly, efficient sidegait, didn't go
away as well as the 1st place puppy
3rd-KAELYN TIP 0 1 LADD OF LIMERICK - pretty puppy with strong head, good
houndy outline, very sound coming, going and from the side, not as
well developed yet as the 1st and 2nd place pups but think she'll do
well with maturity
4th-APPLEARBOR KINDRA - very pretty puppy with a lovely outline, came
and went very well but not as good from the side as the first three
in this class
Bitches 12-18 months (3 entered)
1st-AUGUST EMERALD ODYSSEY - a lovely young teenage bitch with a good
outline, nice strong head, well up on leg, good sidegait, a little
underweight
2nd-PENELOPE VON DER OELMUHLE - nice bitch with good outline, good rearquarters but way too high spirited for her handler to manage and
was at a disadvantage because of it
3rd-TORY KELLCASTLE SWEET LASS - very nice young bitch, strong head, too
much slope over the rear quarters
Novice Bitches (3 entered)
1st-WINDY HILL SPECIAL VALENTINE -very typical, good head, nice outline,
good fore and aft and got around the ring very freely
2nd-BAILEBRAE DARRAGH O'CURRAGH -houndy outline with good topline, needs
to lose weight! Would like to see a little more leg under her
3rd-FITZARRAN LIANNON - a bitch with lots of quality but placed 3rd because of her soft back and slope up to the rearquarters
Bred By Exhibitor Bitches (11 entered, 3 absent)
1st-TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - a top quality bitch full of virtue,
strong feminine head, lots of size, good outline with strong loin,
good front and rear-quarters, came and went beautifully with a
strong powerful effortless sidegai t. Despite the increasingly hot
day this bitch never let down, great endurance

J& .

2n -GABRIEL'S BRYNA - another bitch full of quality, smaller than the
class winner, beautifully made but obviously feeling the heat and
would not give her handler more than the minimum required.
3rd-SIOHE'S THE HUNTRESS - another quality bitch with a very good houndy
outline marred a little by the dip behind the withers, lovely
sidegait, could be better going away
4th-CASTLEMAINE'S ENA - overall sound quality bitch who apparently was
feeling the heat. Her good structure and strong houndy outline indicated she should move better than she did on this day.
Open Bitches (15 entered, 2 absent)
1st-PERN PARASELENE -overall lovely bitch with good head, houndy outline
good coming and going with a very good sidegait which ultimately won
this class for her
2nd-FITZARRAN NYKE OF LILLIPUT -pretty bitch, mature body soundly built,
good coming and going and was in 1st place until the last go-round
when the heat apparently got to her, she faded through the large
class while the then 2nd place bitch continued to come on
3rd-KAELYN 1 S IRISH BAILEE - nice bitch with good outline. Well put together but not as much reach in front or drive behind as 1st and 2nd
4th-KELLCASTLE ASHLING FAOLAN'- pretty outline, nice houndy appearance,
as time went she came on and worked herself into the ribbons

WINNERS BITCH, BEST OF WINNERS, BEST SENIOR IN SWEEPSTAKES Terry & Robin Burchett
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Veteran Dogs (2 entered)
1st-BALLYKELLY COBHRUA - a nice functional hound, good outline for a veteran, soundly built and moved out more freely than the 2nd dog.
2nd-CH. BAILEBRAE THE HUNTSMAN - a lovely old dog with good outline. Apparently he's been enjoying the good life in his golden years and
lost his waistline.
Stud Dog (2 entered)
1st-CH. GRIANAN LADD OF LIMERICK - this stud dog brought in 2 of my favorite hounds of the day including Winners Bitch (and ultimately Best
of Winners) all of a similar type and uniformity.
2nd-CH. BAILEBRAE SUMMERFIELD TUR OG - he brought in 2 lovely puppies,
littermates, each of whom easily won their class this day.
Brood Bitch (4 entered)
1st-CH. KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET - her get included the Winners Bitch
and there was great similarity of type and outline to the 3 standing
together,
2nd-CH. KELLCASTLE'S AUGUST MAGNOLIA - her get included the young
Winners Dog and his litter-sister, the winner of the 12-18 months
bitch class, 2 quality filled young hounds, I see that 1st & 2nd
place brood bitches are litter sisters, no wonder there was so much
similarity in type
3rd-KAEL YN 1 S PROMISE OF LIMERICK - her get consisted of 2 nice littermates, puppies I'd liked very much in the classes.
4th-CH. BAILEBRAE MERRY MAIDEN -her get were 2 very young pretty puppies
I'd liked and placed in their class.

The Best of Breed class impressed me with its tremendous depth of
quality, as I'm sure it did to all the Irish Wolfhound aficionados
observing. The top awards could have justifiably gone to any number of
these hounds. I wish the Club had offered Awards of Merit as there were
several dogs and bitches I'd liked to have acknowledged.
I would normally have made 2 cuts in a class of this size but all of
us were really feeling the heat at this point and I thought it best to
make my decision expediently.

11

Best of Breed Competition

(9 dogs, 12 bitches; 2 dogs absent)

BEST CF llEED - CH. SIDHE CLOOTY OF GILLA MACHREE - held up well through
the large class, a beautiful bitch of excellent type, long houndy
head, lovely outline and underline, strong quarters, very sound with
a good sidegait. I was told by the owners that I gave this bitch her
first Best of Breed some years ago. I was happy to give her this big
win, she's still lovely and not a hint of coarseness to her despite
now being 6~ years old.

BEST CF WINhERS - TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - comments made earlier
-came out of a very strong bitch entry and I expect will be a
specials contender when she's fully mature
OCST

CF CPPOSITE SEX - CH. MA.LONEY 1 S ANDRE - an overall very pleasing

young dog with a good houndy head, nice outline and underline, very
sound c~ming and going with a nice easy sidegait. I would like to see
just a smidge more length of leg

BEST PlPPY IN REGlLAR CLASSES - ERINWOOD RENATA - comments made earliernow that I see a catalogue I know why I liked this puppy so much as I
considered her dam, Ch. Erinwoods Misty Isle Whysper, right to the
end. The puppy looks just like her and hopefully will mature as well.

BEST OF BREED - Richard & Yvonne Heskett
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RESERVE WINNERS DOG - Carol Gabriel

RESERVE WINNERS BITCH - Pam & Jim Paloma

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX - Michael Moloney

II HORRORSCOPE

By Eric Olson
ai'ld &Jsai Kelso

• ' "7: fOfllOH'TO &TAii 8YICMC:Aft
011' .. IBUTIE.0 •Y llOHQ ~1\ntU l'nDC.Aft

Parent allows you to take responsibility
for large. household item.

Contributed by Robin Burchett
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This N' That

An overload of nutrients might be one of the biggest nutritional
dangers to pet health today. Some pets eat double the required amount
of protein, which may increase the risk of kidney disease; three times
the amount of calcium, which could lead to skeletal and skin diseases;
and three times the required amount of phosphorus, which might increase
chances of kidney problems. _
- Dog World

rl rl
Small squirts of water from a plastic bottle every 10 to 15 minutes
are more cooling for a workiQg dog in hot weather than one big slurp.

rlrl

Dogs don't sweat, so they don't lose electrolytes; giving a dog an
electrolyte beverage can be.harmful.

rl rl

Researchers have now found the Lyme disease bacterium in the American
Dog Tick (our most popular local little sucker) and are currently
conducting tests as to whether this tick can transmit the disease.

rl rl
Acupuncture is most commonly used to treat musculoskeletal problems
(dysplasia,disc disease,arthritis), intestinal problems (diarrhea,
chronic vomiting) and skin conditions (lick granuloma,allergies).

rl rl
If a dog is truly allergic to something, it will almost always come
forward as a skin problem and that problem will be skin that itches.

rl rl

Dogs are naturally near-sighted, but as they age, their eye lenses
harden and appear cloudy and opaque. Distance focusing is affected
but not the eyesight. It is thought that the ability to maintain the
clearer vision up close is essential for aging predators.

rl rl
A hormone called dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) has both anti- obesity
and cholesterol-lowering activity in dogs. Studies show that DHEA,
when combined with a low energy, high fiber reducing diet, enhances
the loss of excess body weight when compared with diet modification
alone.
rl rl
- Animal Heal th
The Irish Wolfhound is included in the list of dog breeds which are
predisposed to thyroid .and related immune diseases.

*

*

*

*

*

*

In Minnesota, a three-judge panel of the first state appellate court
ruled that contact between a dog and an injured person is not needed to
make the dog's owner liable for the injuries. This ruling involved two
cases in which men were frightened by running dogs and fell while
attempting to avoid the dogs, thus injuring themselves. In both cases,
the injured parties were awarded thousands of dollars in damages . The
big question now is how this decision will affect homeowners insurance,
especially those who own dogs .
-AKC Canine Conn~ction, Oct. ' 92
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Cow Hoof Advisory
Rob Shaw - Tribune
Jon and Debbie Lord's dog survived a bout with cancer a year ago. He
almost wasn't as lucky with cow hooves.
"Dopey" had been eating the hooves, which are sold in many pet
stores as chew toys, for nearly six months. What [his owners] didn't
know is that pieces. of the hooves were blocking their dog's intestines
and slicing up the inside of his stomach. The 13-year-old mutt ended up
needing nearly $1,000 worth of surgery to remove the splintered hooves.
Now, the Lords say they'll try to recover those costs in small-claims
court by suing the pet store that sold them the hooves.
"The hooves just sit in there. They don't digest and they eventually
cause intestinal blockages, 11 Debbie Lord said. "His insides were
totally lacerated."
Veterinarians say the cow hooves are nothing but bad news for dogs.
They are not digesting in the animals' systems and are causing
blockage. Another of the problems is that pieces are splintering off in
the teeth and gums. Often there is dental work required.
Veterinarians who operated on "Dopey" removed about six chunks of
the hooves from his large intestine and one piece from. his small
intestine. They also had to remove 20 percent of his stomach.
"It was a real serious surgery, especially for his age," Debbie Lord
said. "We were really amazed that he lived through the surgery and has
done as well as he has. ""Dopey" still has surgical stitches from the
September 11 operation. The Lords have saved in a plastic bag the
sharp, hard chunks of hooves removed from their dog.
The pet shop manager blames South American countries for exporting
thin-walled hooves that are more likely to splinter. Debbie, however,
would like to stop all stores from selling any hooves from anywhere.
"Getting my money back [to make up for the cost of the surgery] is
something I'd like, but our main concern is making people aware of the
terrible danger in some of the 'toys' they're buying for their pets."

* * * Dur thanks to Aggie Tara Curtis for submitting this article
which, it is hoped, will serve as a warning and will help to
avoid a tragedy. - Ed.
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Rawhide Bones
Related to the foregoing subject of chew toys for dogs is an
article in the October issue of Canine News. Consumers are
understandably concerned about the safety of rawhide bones due to a
period of time in the early BO's when rawhide was imported from areas
where lime and arsenic are used in the curing process of hides, and
also hides deeply contaminated with worms and worm eggs came in from
the Orient. These unsafe hides caused many dogs on the West Coast to
become ill and even led to the deaths of some of them. Care must be
taken when choosing rawhide chews for your dog. Usually the cheapest
are from the Orient. Curing methods used in South American countries
are usually suspect, but a "U.S.A." stamp is not always a guarantee
that the hide is safe, either. How are rawhide chews made? Canine News
explains:
"A tannery buys the hide from a meat processing plant. They
immediately dip the hide in a saline solution to inhibit bacterial
growth. The hide is then chemically dehaired. Additional materials are
added to puff up the hide in order to make splitting easier. A
splitting machine is then used to split the hide horizontally. This
procedure allows the tannery to separate the hide into layers of
uniform thickness. The upper layer, known as the "grain" or hair side
furnishes the best quality cut or top grain leather. The bottom piece
is referred to as the ''split". This lower section is then defleshed and
the processing begins. In large drums the hide is cleared of the above
chemicals and partially degreased. In doing this, the hide is brought
back to a neutral pH factor. The hide is then bleached using a dilute
hydrogen peroxide bath. Next, they thoroughly rinse it to remove any
excess peroxide. It is from this piece that dog chews are made.
"The hides are laid flat and cut into pieces which are then
hand-tied into 'bones'. The bones are placed on racks and then dried in
heated rooms."
There are definite differences in rawhide quality: "Rawhide coming
from the Orient and other inferior sources is often made using the
hides of water buffalo or wild animals. These hides are much lower in
protein and can have up to three times the fat content. This makes them
harder for a dog to digest. In addition, lack of environmental control
and water purification affect the processing of rawhide. Crude water
washes can result in high levels of trace elements such as mercury,
chrome, etc. The lack of adequate controls can also lead to the
presence of bacteria, hair and other impurities. Some hides are so
contaminated with insect eggs they are not considered safe for the
dogs."
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* * * AKC CANitE GOOD CITIZEN * * *
It is announced with great pride
following Irish Wolfhounds received
titles at the Canine Good Citizen Test
by The Northern California Pug Club on

and congratulations that the
their AKC Canine Good Citizen
given in Pleasanton, California
October 17, 1992:

CH. KELLCASTLE'S SlJll>IN' ShEET, LCl'I, CGC -

Robin & Terry Burchett

CH. KNIGHTWIND'S IRISH LADY ANM::, FCH, CGC - Robin & Terry Burchett
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